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Every challenge brings with it the opportunity to learn, to grow,
and to adapt.
The start of the 2020-2021 fiscal year put Bruce House in reactive
mode: we had a crisis to deal with, programs to adapt, and a determination that client needs would continue to be our priority.
By the end of fiscal we had shifted to being proactive: recognizing that some needs were greater than we knew before the pandemic, reviewing our programs and services to determine future
directions, identifying which parts of our COVID response needed
to continue indefinitely, and embarking on a survey of the organization’s health and capacity to prepare us for next steps.
This Annual Report is a summary of the April 2020 – March 2021
fiscal year. It is also a cornerstone in the ongoing growth and
change at Bruce House. We will emerge from “these unprecedented times” stronger, wiser, and ready to move forward in
our growth as an organization, as individuals, and as part of our
community.
Thank you for supporting us on this journey. We couldn’t do it
alone.

“World AIDS Day in the Year of COVID-19”

From the Board

From the Managers

This year, Bruce House has focused on a
more narrow strategic plan to focus on
and address immediate organizational
needs for its clients and staff. Bruce House
is continuously assessing client programs
and identifying priority needs to ensure
that clients are receiving the best support and care available to them. Bruce
House is also committed to producing a
vision that is current and reflective of the
community it serves through inclusivity
and respect for all persons living with or
impacted by HIV.

What a challenging year it has been for us
all.

Despite the pandemic we have had a successful fiscal year. We have been able to
secure much-needed emergency funding to meet our clients’ basic needs during the pandemic through grants, government funding, and our incredible
donors and community. Generous community support and grants have enabled
our front-line program team to grow
and enhance our Health and Wellness
program for direct client assistance. Our
continued partnership with the Ottawa
Food Bank and additional emergency
funding for food security has allowed us
to better meet clients’ nutritional needs,
and our new partnership with the Ottawa
Humane Society has allowed to provide
clients with pet food and supplies.

The Board applauds the staff and volunteers for all of their hard work this past
year and for their consistent dedication.
The successes of Bruce House are reflective of their extraordinary work ethic, and
for this, we thank you. Lastly, the Board
would also like to thank our funders and
community supporters for their on-going We have done everything in our power to
tremendous support.
assist our clients to meet their basic needs
Bruce House Board of Directors
and support their overall health and wellness, allowing them to be more financially stable and maintain their physical and
mental health during the pandemic. This
includes providing our clients with food,
By providing housing, practical
housing, transportation vouchers, health
supports, and health-and-wellness
and wellness checks, food delivery, volprograms Bruce House helps people
unteer support, PPE, cleaning supplies,
living with HIV to overcome the
vitamins, wellness kits, hygiene kits, and
challenges they face to staying on
household items.
treatment and to living healthy and
happy lives.
Bruce House continues to advocate for
affordable and appropriate housing, incontinued p.3à
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Cover artwork by Bruce House client Gustavo H.

INTRODUCTION

A Challenging Year
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Our one-year strategic plan has provided guidance as we continue to navigate
through the pandemic and includes a
survey of organizational health and capacity. A comprehensive client survey is
nearing completion, identifying current
and future needs. We will incorporate
what we learn in our long-term strategic
plan for April 2022 and beyond, as always
moving Bruce House forward to meet the
changing needs of our clients.
We are grateful that we have managed
to keep our office open and provide the
much-needed programs and services to
our clients throughout the pandemic. We
had to modify some of our service deliv-

ery but have had a great response from
our clients on the impact our programs
have made in their lives.
Bruce House staff have once again come
together, strong and committed, focused
on the needs of the clients. It has been
a sad year with many losses, but despite
these hardships the staff continues to
work tirelessly to be there for our clients
with compassion, kindness and care. We
thank them for their continued dedication, advocacy, and hard work to ensure
our clients’ voices are heard.
A heartfelt thank you to the Bruce House
team, volunteers, and community support we continue to receive to support
people living with, and impacted by, HIV
in our community.
Lorraine Kelly
Manager of Finance & Administration
Linda Truglia
Manager of Volunteer Services &
Community Relations

“Bruce House changed my life.
I am so grateful for all
you’ve done for me.”

Quick Numbers
Special Kits 2020-21 No. of households

Food Support Food items given

Hygiene & Pers. Care 75

2019-2020

679

6 mo. supply of Vitamins 50

2020-2021

9,611

IKEA housewares 70

Monthly Supplies No. of households

2021-2022* 7,466

Food Support Value of gift cards

Fresh Vegetable Boxes 50

distributed

Frozen Meats 70

2019-2020

$10,250

Pet Food + Litter 17

2020-2021

$21,415

INTRODUCTION

creased ODSP support, more mental
health supports, and the many other factors affecting the health of people living
with HIV. We continue our work to recognize the impacts of colonialism and
our place in dismantling systemic racism,
and are actively educating ourselves on
how to best be allies with our Indigenous
peoples.

2021-2022* $29,530

Special Occasions
Holiday Gift Cards $5,500
Holiday Wellness Gifts 93 households
Birthday Cards All active clients

Health & Special one-time
Wellness purchases fund
2020-2021

$9,725

2021-2022* $20,000 (est.)

Toiletries Items given out
2020-2021 2,218
2021-2022* 2,708

General Support Incl. all instances
2019-2020

5,989

2020-2021

11,145

2021-2022* 11,844

*NOTE: 2021-2022 figures are projected from first half of fiscal.
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- Bruce House client
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Bruce House Receives Funding From

COVID-19 Emergency Support

The Canyon Foundation

Ability First Ottawa

The City of Ottawa

Anne & Gabriella

Estée Lauder Cosmetics Ltd. (MAC Cosmetics)

City of Ottawa - Human Needs Taskforce

Harry P. Ward Foundation

Handsan.ca

James Robin Findlay Fund

Ontario REALTORS Care® Foundation

John Welsh Foundation

Second Harvest

Ontario Ministry of Health

Terra20

Ontario REALTORS Care® Foundation

The Ottawa Food Bank

The Ottawa Community Foundation

United Way Eastern Ontario

TD
United Way Eastern Ontario
ViiV Healthcare

Corporate and Community Support
A.M. Boghossian Drugs Ltd.
Adult Fun Superstore
Black Swan Events - André Proulx
Bubba & Bugs Coffee Bar
Centretown Pharmacy
East India Company
Flora Hall Brewing
Gay Ottawa Volleyball
Ikea (Ottawa)
Living Colour Tattoo Studio

Onyx Community Services

Black Swan Events - André Proulx

The Ottawa Food Bank

Inner Soul Spin & Yoga

The Ottawa Frontrunners

Minto Foundation

The Ottawa Humane Society

Telus Friendly Future Foundation

The Ottawa Knights

United Way Eastern Ontario

It is our goal to deliver
programs and services in
a culturally appropriate
and equitable manner,
acknowledging systemic
and historical wrongs.
We understand that
this will not be an easy
process, but it is one we
embrace in our journey
to serve our community
with compassion and
understanding.
6

Ontario REALTORS® Care Foundation

We also wish to recognize the following, who supported Bruce House in the months since the end of
fiscal 2020-21

The National Capital Pride Run
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Ottawa Queer Softball League
Rogers Communications
Soeurs de L’institut Jeanne D’arc
Starbucks Rideau Centre (staff )
T’s Pub
Trattoria Caffé Italia
Véronique Ayotte
Yvonne Gil

Bruce House recognizes
the history of colonialism
and systemic oppression
which has harmed
Indigenous people and
continues to do so to
this day. We recognize
that we live and work
on the traditional,
unceeded, territories of
the Algonquin nation,
and we acknowledge our
responsibility to learn,
reflect, and listen.

INTRODUCTION

Our Funders and Supporters
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A Tale of Two Viruses

COVID has shown us more than ever
the need for affordable and appropriate housing, the need for food supports,
and just how real the term “vulnerable
population” is. The communities most
impacted by COVID are strikingly similar
to those impacted by HIV: people living
on inadequate income, racialized people, newcomers, and people living with
chronic illnesses or disabilities. This has
meant a significant increase in requests
for Bruce House services.

Sample Health & Wellness kit.

- Bruce House client

As more people live longer with HIV, we
are supporting clients in the transition
from ODSP (Ontario Disability Support
Program) to CPP and OAS. Cancer, cardiac illness, and other ailments also take
their toll, which means an aging population is one in greater need of support.
At times this means supporting clients in
palliative care, helping make end-of-life
decisions, and providing emotional supWe continue to advocate for more affordport for their loved ones.
able and appropriate housing. The current housing crisis is impacting everyone, We cannot stop at basic needs, however.
but most of all those who could barely af- We strive to go beyond helping people
ford the lowest rents in the past and are live—we hope to help them thrive. This
now being squeezed out by the trickle- requires flexibility, a focus on the needs
of the client, and an understanding that
down effect.

Supplies for personal care kits.

for people with limited resources a single
purchase can make all the difference in
quality of life today, and in the future.
Bruce House has increased the budget of
our Health & Wellness Fund, made possible by grants and donations.

Furry family members need food too!

ODSP
• Laptops for people returning to school
• Ambulance fees
• Bike locks and helmets
• Cellphones

This budget used for special one-time • ID replacement costs
purchases such as:
The lessons learned during the pandemic
• Special contact lenses, glasses, or vision will not be ignored. We have embarked
care not covered by OHIP or ODSP
on a program review, a client survey, and
• Air conditioners and fans to cope with an internal audit of the health and capacity of the organisation. All this will pave
ever increasing heatwaves
the way for the next steps as we continue
• Over-the-counter medications
to learn, grow, and adapt to better help
• Small appliances (e.g. microwaves)
our friends, loved ones, and neighbours
• Dental care not covered by OHIP or impacted by HIV.
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As grocery prices went up and discount
store brands were often out of stock, the
demand on our food support programs
exploded. From a modest Pantry begun
in 2019 we grew to doubling the food and
household items given out every month;
we added monthly fresh vegetable boxes
and frozen meats; pet food and cat litter; and added delivery as an option for
people who could not access our office,
could not carry heavy groceries home, or
who were at higher risk of COVID. This revealed a huge, largely unmet, need to deliver food supports in our community—a
consensus reached by the member agencies of the Ottawa Food Bank.

“Thank you to
everybody for all
the extra work you
have been doing
this year. You all put
your heart and soul
into this job.”

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Programs and Services
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“The pandemic
has forced me to
stay inside a lot
but I continue to
feel connected
and loved because
of Bruce House’s
initiatives.”
- Bruce House client

From the start of the pandemic Bruce House has provided clients with masks,
hand sanitizer, gloves, and cleaning supplies. Our programs also include:
• A significant increase of support provided by our Pantry Program (in partnership with The Ottawa Food Bank)
• Monthly boxes of fresh meat and vegetables
• Supply of multi-vitamins
• Personal care packages with several months’ supply of soaps, shampoo, lotion,
and more ; Health-and-wellness packages with everything needed while recovering from illness from comfort foods to tissues and warm socks
• Increased distribution of gift cards (grocery, pharmacy, dept. stores)
• Transportation assistance for clients through taxi vouchers and bus tickets
• A donation from Ikea allowed us to provide bedding and cookware to seventy
households
• We now offer delivery off food and household items for clients, with volunteer
support
• Pet food and cat litter (in partnership with The Ottawa Humane Society)

Bruce House Pantry

REST Program (Support and Outreach) ations, including supportive living faciliThe Rehabilition & Supportive Episodic ties and palliative care.
Transition Program provides supports to
people living with HIV, improving their
health and life skills and increasing their
participation in the community.

This program is highly individualized and
includes clients in a variety of living situ-

The Supported Independent Living Program provides access to affordable and
stable housing for families, individuals, and couples, in up to 40 subsidized
apartments. Bruce House supports these
residents in activities of daily living and
provides access to other agencies and
services in the community. This program
is for people who want to live independently with minimal supports.

isolation, improve life skills, and improve
Bruce House supports clients with a vol- overall health and wellness.
unteer Buddy Program, pairing a client These include:
with a volunteer who will provide sup- • Community Kitchen*
port around psycho-social needs to re• Arts & Crafts workshops*
duce social isolation. Volunteers can also
assist clients with grocery shopping and • Socials*
• Guest Speakers*
other practical supports.
Health & Wellness Programs

• Pantry Program

Bruce House clients have the opportuni- • Mental Health Support
ty to attend a variety of complementary *These programs have been suspended or
programs designed to decrease social modified due to the pandemic.
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We offer wellness checks, transportation
for groceries, finding housing, bus vouchers and food gift cards, resources in the
community and accompaniment to medical and social service appointments, etc.

SILP (Apartment) Program

Volunteers Supporting Clients

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

COVID Response
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A survey of Bruce House clients is nearing completion.
This survey will inform future program development
and guide us in forming mid- and long-term plans.
Here are some highlights - please note that these
figures are preliminary.

53% Male
44% Female
3% Other
Race

Basic Needs Bruce House helps me meet
my basic needs.
75% Most of the time
23% Some of the time
Capacity With info provided by Bruce House do
you feel better able to find the support
and help you need?
47% To a large extent
36% To a moderate extent
10% To a small extent
7% Not at all

43% White
38% ACB
10% Indigenous
4% Asian
5% Latin
Orient.
55% Heterosexual
37% Gay/Lesbian
4% Bisexual
2% Fluid
2% Asexual

COVID-19 How as the pandemic impacted your life?
70% I feel more isolated
52% My mental health as been impacted negatively
45% My physical health has been impacted negatively
50% My fitness level has been impacted negatively
5% I was sick with COVID

Health Since becoming a Bruce House client, has your
physical health improved?
34% To a large extent
43% To a moderate extent
9% To a small extent
14% Not at all

Support What other types of support would be helpful to you?
Financial help
Support with social isolation / Emotional Support
Help shopping
Gym pass/membership

Food Since becoming a client, how often do you
worry about not having enough to eat?
7% Daily
14% Once a week
14% Once a month
65% Seldom or never

Age

Massage clinic/chiropractor

13% 26-35
17% 36-45

Communal and personal development activities

24% 46-55
37% 56-65

Yearly pet vet checkup

9% 66+

Pain patches/creams/over-the-counter pain meds
Mental health support
Summer camp or activities for children
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Gender

PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Client Survey
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“Bruce House has supported me more than
any other organization has in my life.”
- Bruce House client

We received many donations of PPE!

Rogers elf delivering holiday presents.

thousands of dollars in products from
IKEA for our clients, Rogers Communication provided over 70 gifts over the
holiday season, our community member
Veronique and her family provided over
40 gifts during the holiday season as well
as created special Valentine packages for

We cannot thank our community enough
for the care and compassion they have
brought our Bruce House clients.
Bruce House receives core funding from
only two funding sources, the Ontario
Ministry of Health and the City of Ottawa
(Community Homelessness Prevention

Onyx Community Services donated turkeys for our clients!

Initiative). The community and our committed donors are vital to the success
of Bruce House programs and services.
Over the past year we have received
emergency COVID funding to respond to
the needs of people living with HIV community through the City of Ottawa Social
Service Fund, United Way Eastern Ontario, and the Ontario Relators Care Foundation Emergency Fund.

restaurants through a take-home edition of A Taste for Life, which raised over
$7000 in diner donations for us. We received a $1500 sponsorship from a new
Taste venue Flora Hall Brewing. TD has
remained incredibly supportive with
their $12,500 sponsorship.

It has been a heartwarming year for
Bruce House and the outpouring of
support that continues to come from
The Pride Run adapted to a virtual run/ our donors, volunteers, and community
walk which was incredibly successful rais- members.
ing $8000! Members of the Ottawa Queer The staff, volunteers, management,
Softball League donated registration fees Board, and clients of Bruce House thank
through the supporters of Drag & Balls.
you for all your support and are grateful
We were able to support our community to be part of this community.
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Community and Fundraising
What a year it has been for our commu- our clients. Yvonne Gill, a volunteer of
over 25 years, created wellness packages
nity!
We have been living through a pan- for our clients over the holidays. The lodemic and we have received an incred- cal MAC cosmetic team donated their
ible amount of community support to time to assist with our holiday appeal lethelp our clients get through it with their ter and create thoughtful holiday cards
generosity and kindness. The community for our clients. The Adult Fun Superstore
has shown their strength and dedication raised funds for us again during Pride in
to the Bruce House family. We received August.

COMMUNITY

Community
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Living Colour Tattoo Studio
held their second “Living Colour Loves You” event supported Bruce House in August 2020.
Participants could select from a
range of unique tattoo designs
created for this occasion and
bid in an art auction, with all
proceeds going to Bruce House.
Évenements Black Swan Events
has long supported Bruce
House and the local community. André Proulx has provided DJ and hosting services to
the National Capital Pride Run,
Drag & Balls, and so many more
Bruce House events!
The Adult Fun Superstore has
“doubled the love” again in
2020, hosting a month-long
donation drive from their store,
matching donations made by
customers. AFS is an amazing
community supporter, choosing a different cause every
month. Bruce House was honoured to be chosen!

Volunteering with Bruce House
has been a wonderful opportunity!
Through delivering food boxes to
clients over the COVID-19 pandemic,
I have been able to connect with my
community in a way that is incredibly
meaningful. It has been very rewarding to be able to give back and to
experience the joy that clients express
which stems from the support that
Bruce House provides them.
- Liz, Volunteer Driver

Thank you to the incredible volunteers who have continued to
support the Bruce House family
over the past year.

Our Volunteer program has
had to be modified due to the
ongoing pandemic where we
have had to put our in-person
volunteering on hold in our
Buddy Program and reception
volunteers. Most of our Buddy
volunteers have been able to
stay in touch with their client
through phone check-ins.
Although we are saddened that
we have had to put most inperson volunteerism on hold,
we have also seen the positive
side to evolving our volunteer
program with volunteer drivers
who are delivering food to our
clients and grocery shopping
for clients, all of which involve
minimal in-person contact.
Our fundraising and events volunteers continue to support
virtual fundraising events and
our largest fundraiser, A Taste
for Life.
Our strong volunteerism reflects the care, compassion,
generosity, kindness and love
that keeps the Bruce House
family strong, and we continue
to move forward to support
people living with and affected
by HIV.
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This year we are presenting not
one but three awards – recognizing three businesses who
have supported Bruce House
during the pandemic, despite
their own challenges and the
difficult economic times.

Volunteer Program

COMMUNITY

Community Award
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Bruce House met the challenges of COVID-19 head-on with initiative and creativity and full support for clients and staff
and from clients and staff.

of $166,017. This surplus means Bruce
House is positioned to continue to provide current and new programs to support its clients and staff.

Special emergency funding was received
from several sources including the City of
Ottawa and the United Way Eastern Ontario, providing additional support for clients during the pandemic.

Congratulations to the management and
staff of Bruce House for the roles they
have continued to play in the day-to-day
and long-term operations and management of Bruce House. Thank you to all
staff for their successful efforts in continuing to follow good fiscal practices
including conservative budgeting and
monitoring to ensure expenditures follow the approved budget.

As well, our regular stakeholders—the
Ontario Ministry of Health, City of Ottawa, Estée Lauder Cosmetics (MAC AIDS
Fund), the Ottawa Community Foundation, and donations and fundraising from
our community members continued to
Thank you to our auditors, Marcil Lavalprovide support for the Bruce House reglee-Chartered Professional Accounts, for
ular programs and operations.
their professionalism and ongoing supBottom line, for the fourth year in a row, port during the second year of engagethe financial year ended with a surplus in ment.
operations, showing sound fiscal manAlso, a special thank you to Lorraine,
agement by all. The excess of revenue
over expenditures for the past four years Fatema and the rest of the team at Bruce
means the Unrestricted Net Assets (Re- House for their dedication and for a job
serve Fund) for Bruce House has grown well done!
from a 2017 deficit of $92,178 to an ac- Joan Desautels
cumulated surplus at March 31, 2021 Treasurer, Board of Directors

- Bruce House client

Revenues & Expenses
Revenues
Expenses

2021-2020

2019-2020

$0

$200,000 $400,000 $600,000 $800,000 $1,00,0000

2020-2021 Revenues

2020-2021 Expenses
Professional Fees
Other
Housing Research Proj.
Insurance
Staff Training
Volunteers
Other
Fundraising
Donations
Rents
Grants

Office
Program Costs
Rent, Utils., Maint.
COVID-19
Apartments
Salaries & Benefits

The 2020-2021 Audited Financial Statements are avaible from our office.
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“You guys are a lifeline at this time and it
means everything to me.”

FINANCIALS

Treasurer’s Report
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• Commit to the greater involvement and meaningful engagement of people
living with HIV/AIDS (GIPA/MIPA); GIPA/MIPA puts PHAs at the centre and is
grounded in human rights and the dignity of the full human being
• Aim to transform all who live with, work in, and are affected by, HIV/AIDS in Ontario
• Commit to personal and social transformation
• Value community expertise in embracing the challenge for the betterment of
society

David Fuller (d. Sept. 2020)
A.W. (d. Nov 2020)
S.W. (d. Jan 2021)

• Value inclusion over exclusion, a quest for integrity at all times and the embodiment of self-determination

Matthew Rehkoph (d. Feb 2021)

• Promote the evolution of thought, action and collaboration among us and with
our allies

Carl Reinboth (d. May 2021)

Because GIPA/MIPA is about human struggles and aspirations, ethics,
empowerment and accountability are its foundation.

J. (d. July 2021)
Pablo Canales (d. July 2021)

We acknowledge that Greater involvement of people with HIV/AIDS
(GIPA) is never achieved once and
for all; it is a goal and commitment
that must be continually renewed.
GIPA is a practice, not a project, and
is similar to all other accountabilities
of healthy HIV organizing and service delivery. Our practices in AIDS
service organizations (ASOs) must
be continually re-evaluated in light
of the changing realities of HIV/AIDS
and of those living with it.

Within the North American context, GIPA principles have
often been considered as only applying to persons living
with HIV/AIDS. We affirm that GIPA concerns all who live
with, work in, and are affected by, HIV/AIDS. Another way
of stating this is that GIPA engages people with HIV/AIDS
and their allies in a culture of inclusivity intended to foster
an expanding and inclusive approach that embraces HIV
Positive individuals in all their diversity and circumstances
and includes those affected by HIV/AIDS and all allies. In
naming this accord, “The Ontario Accord” we acknowledge the foundational work that continues to inspire us
and have continued the precedent of naming our work
after its geographic birthplace. We invite citizens of the
world to join us in our efforts and organizations globally to
affirm their support of the Ontario Accord.

Samuel Gauthier (d. July 2021)
Peter (d. Aug. 2021)

... and the people whose
names we do not have,
may not share, or never knew.
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We, people living with HIV/AIDS and allies in the community:

We dedicate this page to they who live on
only in our hearts and memories.

IN MEMORY

The Ontario Accord
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Mission

Vision

Bruce House is a community-based organization providing housing, compassionate care and support in Ottawa for
people living with HIV and AIDS, based
on the belief that everyone has the right
to live and die with dignity.

We envision a physically, socially, psychologically, spiritually and economically
healthy community where everyone, including people living with HIV/AIDS or
impacted by HIV/AIDS, participates fully
in all aspects of community life.

Values

We envision a community free of stigma
and discrimination towards people living
with HIV/AIDS.

We are accountable to our clients, our
We envision adequate sustainable and
community and each other
flexible funding to enable the provision
We take a holistic approach that recog- of a full range of high-quality services
nizes emotional, physical, social, spiritual that respond to the needs of people livand economic realities
ing with HIV/AIDS.
We respect diversity and differing needs We envision a well-integrated, coordiincluding but not limited to ability, age, nated service system that is accessible to
culture, economic status, ethnicity, life- people living with HIV/ AIDS, regardless
style, sex, gender and sexual orientation of their ability, age, culture, economic sta-

We recognize the importance of providing a supportive working environment
for paid and unpaid staff, as they provide
a caring environment for our clients.

Board of Directors

JP Bergeron
REST Program Support Worker

Joan Desautels
Treasurer, 2019- current

Anna Brunzema
Admin Assistant (from May 2021)

Melissa Haggerty
Director, 2018-June 2020
Chair, June 2020-current

Lana Duss
SILP Program Coordinator
Fatema Farahat
Finance Assistant
Ayan Jama
Program Support & Development Coordinator
Lorraine Kelly
Manager of Finance & Administration
Patrick James Morley
Office & Communications Coordinator
Johanne Saintélus
Admin & Program Assistant (from May 2021)
Mariah Sylvester
Admin & Program Assistant (Nov. 2020 – April
2021)
Sam Taylor
REST Program Coordinator
Linda Truglia
Manager of Volunteer Services
& Community Relations

Rachel Hiyatezu
Secretary, 2020-current
Stephanie Smith
Director, 2019-current
Michele Bedford
Director, 2020-Current

“Thanks for everything
you have done for me you are my wonderful
family, I have become
friends with other
clients and I am able
to call and speak with
them still through the
pandemic.”
- Bruce House client
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We support empowerment by providing tus, ethnicity, lifestyle, gender, or sexual
information, sharing decision-making, orientation.
promoting participation and providing
choices
These statements are currently under
We engage in broad-based consultation
review. If you would like to share your
with stakeholders and other concerned thoughts and comments please contact
and interested parties
patrick@brucehouse.ca .
We actively collaborate with individuals, organizations and the community
at large to improve the quality of life for
people living with HIV/AIDS

Staff

ABOUT

Who We Are

Bruce House
402-251 Bank St.
Ottawa, ON K2P 1X3
613-729-0911
www.BruceHouse.ca

